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The Gunpowder Prince 2018-02-27 winner of the marine corps heritage
foundation s 2019 colonel joseph alexander award for a distinguished
book of biographical literature about a marine recognizing exemplary
work that furthers the understanding of marine corps history traditions
culture and service judged by marines and civilian experts the annual
awards are a mark of distinction and achievement for journalists writers
photographers artists and scholars in the early months of 1968 u s
forces were tenaciously fighting often in mortal hand to hand combat in
the dead of night to hold on to khe sanh combat base and its scattered
outposts against equally tenacious soldiers of the north vietnamese army
who outnumbered the americans 5 to 1 and were determined to destroy them
with a few grim exceptions the americans successfully held their
positions but what few know even to this day is the end result would
have been far more disastrous had it not been for as small band of
resourceful officers in the khe sanh command bunker responsible for
gauging what this overwhelming attack force of north vietnamese infantry
tanks and artillery was going to do next then hastily devising
imaginative schemes to stop them with no room for error prominent among
them was thirty six year old marine corps captain mirza munir baig a
scholarly cambridge educated immigrant from india his unique combination
of classical education years of counterintelligence work in helping
develop spy networks deep into north vietnam and an incomparable
expertise in the use of field artillery enabled the enigmatic baig like
a chess grand master to get into the heads of enemy tacticians including
the legendary general vo nguyen giap and anticipate their every move
author michael archer worked alongside this remarkable eccentric officer
throughout that bitter ten week siege and with the help of later
declassified american and vietnamese military records and memoirs leaves
little doubt that captain baig s presence at khe sanh was critical to
saving thousands of his fellow defenders from death or captivity and
averting one of the gravest military defeats in american history this
accomplishment was largely the result of captain baig s early
recognition that contrary to what many still believe today north
vietnamese forces arrayed against khe sanh were not an elaborate
deception to divert american troops away from fighting elsewhere rather
the result of a ruinous obsession by leaders in hanoi in which they
would sacrifice thousands of their finest soldiers to replicate the
stunning victory they had achieved against the french combat base at
dien bien phu fourteen years earlier as he went about his deadly work
baig also had a personal agenda driven by his need to erase the only
stain on an otherwise celebrated family military tradition dating back
centuries to the mongol conquest of the western himalayas in that sense
mirza munir baig had been rehearsing his entire life to step on to a
stage like khe sanh and influence the course of history



Whatever Cause We Have 2024-01-04 dan moore joined the marines to serve
in vietnam and contribute to the anticipated american victory over
communism after completing officer training and artillery school he
deployed as a forward observer with an infantry company his letters home
described day to day events and revealed a growing skepticism about the
war during the battle of hue city moore lost his assistant forward
observer soon followed by another close friend fighting to maintain
equilibrium he suppressed his critical views of the war even after
returning home to oversee marine recruit training his memoir unpacks his
letters his recollections of the war and 50 years of introspection
The Complete Works of Edgar Wallace 2023-12-05 this carefully crafted
ebook the complete works of edgar wallace is formatted for your ereader
with a functional and detailed table of contents contents edgar wallace
each way biography screenplay king kong african novels sanders of the
river the people of the river the river of stars bosambo of the river
bones the keepers of the king s peace lieutenant bones bones in london
sandi the kingmaker bones of the river sanders again sanders p c lee
series four just men series the four just men the council of justice the
just men of cordova the law of the four just men the three just men
again the three just men the earl of nowhere series mr j g reeder series
room 13 the mind of mr j g reeder terror keep red aces the guv nor and
other short stories detective sgt elk series the nine bears silinski
master criminal the fellowship of the frog the joker the twister the
india rubber men white face educated evans series educated evans more
educated evans good evans smithy series smithy army reform opinions of
private smith smithy aboard smithy and the hun nobby or smithy s friend
nobby smithy nobby co true crime stories the secret of the moat farm the
murder on yarmouth sands the great bank of england frauds the trial of
the seddons herbert armstrong poisoner the suburban lothario crime
novels angel esquire the fourth plague or red hand grey timothy or
pallard the punter the man who bought london the melody of death a debt
discharged the tomb of t sin the secret house the clue of the twisted
candle down under donovan the man who knew the green rust kate plus ten
the daffodil murder jack o judgment the angel of terror the crimson
circle take a chance anderson the valley of ghosts captains of souls the
clue of the new pin the green archer the missing million the croakers
double dan the face in the night the sinister man the three oak mystery
the blue hand or beyond recall the daughters of the night the ringer
Delphi Complete Works of Edgar Wallace (Illustrated) 2014-02-18 one of
the most prolific writers of the twentieth century edgar wallace was an
immensely popular author who created exciting thrillers spiced with
tales of treacherous crooks and hard boiled detectives this
comprehensive ebook presents the complete fictional works of edgar
wallace with numerous illustrations rare texts appearing in digital



print for the first time informative introductions and the usual delphi
bonus material version 2 beautifully illustrated with images relating to
wallace s life and works concise introductions to the novels and other
texts all 126 novels and all with individual contents tables images of
how the books were first printed giving your ereader a taste of the
original texts excellent formatting of the texts many works are fully
illustrated with their original artwork rare story collections fully
indexed special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the
poetry and the short stories includes wallace s first book the scarce
poetry collection the mission that failed appearing here for the first
time in digital publishing easily locate the poems or short stories you
want to read includes a selection of wallace s rare non fiction features
the seminal biography written by wallace s close friend collaborator and
secretary robert g curtis discover wallace s literary life scholarly
ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres please
visit delphiclassics com to browse through our range of exciting titles
contents four just men series the four just men 1905 the council of
justice 1908 the just men of cordova 1917 the law of the four just men
1921 the three just men 1926 again the three just men 1929 smithy and
nobby series smithy 1905 army reform opinions of private smith 1906
smithy abroad 1909 smithy and the hun 1915 nobby 1916 smithy nobby co
1904 1918 detective sgt elk series the nine bears 1910 the fellowship of
the frog 1925 the joker 1926 the twister 1928 the india rubber men 1929
white face 1930 silinski master criminal 1930 mr j g reeder series room
13 1924 the mind of mr j g reeder 1925 terror keep 1927 red aces 1929
the guv nor and other short stories 1932 educated evans series educated
evans 1924 more educated evans 1926 good evans 1927 african novels
sanders of the river 1911 the people of the river 1911 the river of
stars 1913 bosambo of the river 1914 bones 1915 the keepers of the king
s peace 1917 lieutenant bones 1918 bones in london 1921 sandi the
kingmaker 1922 bones of the river 1923 sanders 1926 again sanders 1928
crime novels angel esquire 1908 the fourth plague 1913 grey timothy 1913
the man who bought london 1915 the melody of death 1915 a debt
discharged 1916 the tomb of t sin 1916 the secret house 1917 the clue of
the twisted candle 1918 down under donovan 1918 the man who knew 1918
the strange lapses of larry loman 1918 the green rust 1919 kate plus ten
1919 the daffodil mystery 1920 jack o judgment 1920 the angel of terror
1922 the crimson circle 1922 mr justice maxell 1922 the valley of ghosts
1922 captains of souls 1923 the clue of the new pin 1923 the green
archer 1923 the missing million 1923 the dark eyes of london 1924 double
dan 1924 the face in the night 1924 the sinister man 1924 the three oak
mystery 1924 the blue hand 1925 the daughters of the night 1925 the
gaunt stranger 1925 a king by night 1925 the strange countess 1925 the
avenger 1926 the black abbot 1926 the day of uniting 1926 the door with



seven locks 1926 the man from morocco 1926 the million dollar story 1926
the road to london 1926 the northing tramp 1926 penelope of the
polyantha 1926 the square emerald 1926 the terrible people 1926 we shall
see 1926 the yellow snake 1926 the big foot 1927 the feathered serpent
1927 flat 2 1927 the forger 1927 the hand of power 1927 the man who was
nobody 1927 number six 1927 the squeaker 1927 the traitor s gate 1927
the double 1928 the flying squad 1928 the thief in the night 1928 the
gunner 1928 four square jane 1929 the golden hades 1929 the green ribbon
1929 the calendar 1930 the clue of the silver key 1930 the lady of ascot
1930 the devil man 1931 the man at the carlton 1931 the coat of arms
1931 on the spot violence and murder in chicago 1931 when the gangs came
to london 1932 the frightened lady 1933 the green pack 1933 the man who
changed his name 1935 the mouthpiece 1935 smoky cell 1935 the table 1936
sanctuary island 1936 other novels captain tatham of tatham island 1909
the duke in the suburbs 1909 private selby 1912 1925 the story of a
fatal peace 1915 those folk of bulboro 1918 the book of all power 1921
flying fifty five 1922 the books of bart 1923 barbara on her own 1926
short story collections too many to list please visit delphiclassics com
to see the full list the short stories list of short stories in
chronological order list of short stories in alphabetical order poetry
collections the mission that failed 1898 war and other poems 1900 writ
in barracks 1900 the poems list of poems in chronological order list of
poems in alphabetical order the non fiction reports from the boer war
1901 the standard history of the war 1914 kitchener s army and the
territorial forces 1915 the great bank of england frauds 1924 the trial
of the seddons 1924 the secret of the moat farm 1924 the murder on
yarmouth sands 1924 herbert armstrong poisoner 1924 this england 1927
the autobiography people 1926 the biography edgar wallace each way 1932
by robert g curtis please visit delphiclassics com to browse through our
range of exciting titles
JOHN BUCHAN – Ultimate Collection: 28 Novels & 40+ Short Stories
(Including Poems, War Writings, Essays, Biographies & Memoirs) -
Illustrated 2024-01-11 this carefully crafted ebook john buchan ultimate
collection 28 novels 40 short stories including poems war writings
essays biographies memoirs illustrated is formatted for your ereader
with a functional and detailed table of contents richard hannay series
the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast the three hostages the
island of sheep dickson mccunn and the gorbals die hards series
huntingtower castle gay the house of the four winds sir edward leithen
series the power house john macnab the dancing floor the gap in the
curtain sick heart river other novels sir quixote of the moors john
burnet of barns a lost lady of old years the half hearted a lodge in the
wilderness prester john salute to adventurers the path of the king
midwinter witch wood the blanket of the dark a prince of the captivity



the free fishers the magic walking stick the courts of the morning short
stories grey weather the moon endureth tales the far islands
fountainblue the king of ypres the keeper of cademuir no man s land
basilissa the runagates club poetry the pilgrim fathers ballad for grey
weather the moon endureth fancies poems scots and english historical
political works the african colony studies in the reconstruction days to
remember the british empire in the great war the battle of jutland the
battle of the somme first phase the battle of the somme second phase
nelson s history of the war volumes i v scholar gipsies a book of
escapes and hurried journeys montrose a history lord minto a memoir sir
walter scott the king s grace 1910 1935 autobiography biography memory
hold the door john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and
historian and also served as canada s governor general his works include
novels collections of short stories historiographical works and
biographies but the most famous of his books were the adventure and spy
thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps and it is for these that he
is no
The Collected Works of John Buchan: Spy Classics, Thrillers, Adventure
Novels & Short Stories (Illustrated) 2017-06-21 this carefully edited
collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices table of contents
novels the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast huntingtower the
power house sir quixote of the moors john burnet of barns grey weather a
lost lady of old years the half hearted a lodge in the wilderness
prester john salute to adventurers the path of the king short stories
grey weather the moon endureth tales the far islands fountainblue the
king of ypres the keeper of cademuir no man s land basilissa the watcher
by the threshold the outgoing of the tide a journey of little profit the
grove of ashtaroth space fullcircle the company of the marjolaine at the
rising of the waters at the article of death comedy in the full moon
divus johnston politics and the mayfly poetry to the adventurous spirit
of the north the pilgrim fathers the newdigate prize poem the ballad for
grey weather i the ballad for grey weather ii the moon endureth fancies
poems scots and english th immortal wanderer youth i angel of love and
light and truth spirit of art i i change not i am old as time youth ii
angel that heart i seek to know spirit of art ii on mountain lawns in
meads of spring oh if my love were sailor bred a are gane the gude the
kindly war other writings the battle of jutland the battle of the somme
first phase the battle of the somme second phase nelson s history of the
war volume i v john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and
historian and also served as canada s governor general his 100 works
include nearly thirty novels seven collections of short stories and
biographies but the most famous of his books were the adventure and spy
thrillers



JOHN BUCHAN: 28 Novels & 40+ Short Stories (Illustrated) 2017-06-21
musaicum books presents to you this carefully created collection of john
buchan s renowned thriller novels supernatural stories historical works
this ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices richard hannay
series the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast the three hostages
the island of sheep dickson mccunn and the gorbals die hards series
huntingtower castle gay the house of the four winds sir edward leithen
series the power house john macnab the dancing floor the gap in the
curtain sick heart river other novels sir quixote of the moors john
burnet of barns a lost lady of old years the half hearted a lodge in the
wilderness prester john salute to adventurers the path of the king
midwinter witch wood the blanket of the dark a prince of the captivity
the free fishers the magic walking stick the courts of the morning short
stories grey weather the moon endureth tales the far islands
fountainblue the king of ypres the keeper of cademuir no man s land
basilissa the runagates club poetry the pilgrim fathers ballad for grey
weather the moon endureth fancies poems scots and english historical
political works the african colony studies in the reconstruction days to
remember the british empire in the great war the battle of jutland the
battle of the somme first phase the battle of the somme second phase
nelson s history of the war volumes i v scholar gipsies a book of
escapes and hurried journeys montrose a history lord minto a memoir sir
walter scott the king s grace 1910 1935 autobiography biography memory
hold the door john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and
historian and also served as canada s governor general his works include
novels collections of short stories historiographical works and
biographies but the most famous of his books were the adventure and spy
thrillers
Western Front 1914-1916 2013-07-16 from the moment the german army moved
quietly into luxemburg on 2 august 1914 to the armistice on 11 november
1918 the fighting on the western front in france and flanders never
stopped there were quiet periods just as there were the most intense
savage huge scale battles the war on the western front can be thought of
as being in three phases first a war of movement as germany attacked
france and the allies sought to halt it second the lengthy and terribly
costly siege warfare as the entrenched lines proved impossible to crack
late 1914 to mid 1918 and finally a return to mobile warfare as the
allies applied lessons and technologies forged in the previous years as
with previous wars british commanders in chief of a theatre of war or
campaign were obliged to report their activities and achievements to the
war office in the form of a despatch and those written from the western
front provide a fascinating detailed and compelling overview of this
part of the first world war



World War One - Ultimate Collection (Nine-Book Collection) 2022-11-13
john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist historian and also served
as canada s governor general with the outbreak of the first world war
buchan worked as a correspondent in france for the times content days to
remember the british empire in the great war the battle of jutland the
battle of the somme first phase the battle of the somme second phase
nelson s history of the war volumes i v the definite history of this war
is not now to be written or for many a day still it may be possible to
disentangle from this struggle of armed nations over hundreds of miles
some explicit narrative which may help all of us who are hungering for
help and guidance at present we do not authentically know even the
subtle causes which produced this convulsion over half the world what is
on the surface is clear enough but it is what is under the surface that
matters i am reluctant to believe in a diabolical and cold blooded
scheme to bring about war at this time at least this does not seem to be
proved we must then i think suspend our judgment as to the real causes
of war till time and documents give us the clue perhaps the pregnant
word mobilization may explain much meanwhile we can only conjecture by
the light of a few facts excerpt nelson s history of the war
The Standard History of the War, Vol. II 2021-11-09 the standard history
of the war vol ii is the second volume of the four part book on the
events of the second boer war it was written by richard horatio edgar
wallace an english writer who then was a war correspondent in africa
being the witness of war horrors he created several articles on the boer
war which later inspired him to create the history of the war
World War I - 9 Book Collection: Nelson's History of the War, The Battle
of Jutland & The Battle of the Somme 2017-06-21 this carefully edited
collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices the edition
incorporates an interactive table of contents footnotes and other
information relevant to the content which makes the reading experience
meticulously organized and enjoyable table of contents days to remember
the british empire in the great war the battle of jutland the battle of
the somme first phase the battle of the somme second phase nelson s
history of the war volumes i v the definite history of this war is not
now to be written or for many a day still it may be possible to
disentangle from this struggle of armed nations over hundreds of miles
some explicit narrative which may help all of us who are hungering for
help and guidance at present we do not authentically know even the
subtle causes which produced this convulsion over half the world what is
on the surface is clear enough but it is what is under the surface that
matters i am reluctant to believe in a diabolical and cold blooded
scheme to bring about war at this time at least this does not seem to be
proved we must then i think suspend our judgment as to the real causes



of war till time and documents give us the clue perhaps the pregnant
word mobilization may explain much meanwhile we can only conjecture by
the light of a few facts excerpt nelson s history of the war john buchan
1875 1940 was a scottish novelist historian and also served as canada s
governor general with the outbreak of the first world war buchan worked
as a correspondent in france for the times
Last Stand at Khe Sanh 2014-04-22 in a remote mountain stronghold in
1968 six thousand us marines awoke one january morning to find
themselves surrounded by 20 000 enemy troops their only road to the
coast was cut and bad weather and enemy fire threatened their fragile
air lifeline the siege of khe sanh the vietnam war s epic confrontation
was under way for seventy seven days the marines and a contingent of us
army special forces endured artillery barrages sniper fire ground
assaults and ambushes air force marine and navy pilots braved perilous
flying conditions to deliver supplies evacuate casualties and stem the
north vietnamese army s onslaught as president lyndon b johnson weighed
the use of tactical nuclear weapons americans watched the shocking drama
unfold on nightly newscasts through it all the bloodied defenders of khe
sanh held firm and prepared for an alamo like last stand now gregg jones
takes readers into the trenches and bunkers at khe sanh to tell the
story of this extraordinary moment in american history last stand at khe
sanh captures the exceptional courage and brotherhood that sustained the
american fighting men throughout the ordeal it brings to life an
unforgettable cast of characters young high school dropouts and rootless
rebels in search of john wayne glory grizzled korean war veterans
daredevil pilots gritty platoon leaders and company commanders and
courageous navy surgeons who volunteered to serve in combat with the
storied marines drawing on in depth interviews with siege survivors
thousands of pages of archival documents and scores of oral history
accounts gregg jones delivers a poignant and heart pounding narrative
worthy of the heroic defense of khe sanh
The Standard History of the War 1914 this carefully crafted ebook john
buchan ultimate collection spy classics thrillers adventure novels short
stories including historical works and essays illustrated is formatted
for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents novels
the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast huntingtower the power
house sir quixote of the moors john burnet of barns grey weather a lost
lady of old years the half hearted a lodge in the wilderness prester
john salute to adventurers the path of the king short stories grey
weather the moon endureth tales the far islands fountainblue the king of
ypres the keeper of cademuir no man s land basilissa the watcher by the
threshold the outgoing of the tide a journey of little profit the grove
of ashtaroth space fullcircle the company of the marjolaine at the
rising of the waters at the article of death comedy in the full moon



divus johnston politics and the mayfly poetry to the adventurous spirit
of the north the pilgrim fathers the newdigate prize poem the ballad for
grey weather i the ballad for grey weather ii the moon endureth fancies
poems scots and english th immortal wanderer youth i angel of love and
light and truth spirit of art i i change not i am old as time youth ii
angel that heart i seek to know spirit of art ii on mountain lawns in
meads of spring oh if my love were sailor bred a are gane the gude the
kindly war other writings the battle of jutland the battle of the somme
first phase the battle of the somme second phase nelson s history of the
war volume i v john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and
historian and also served as canada s governor general his 100 works
include nearly thirty novels seven collections of short stories and
biographies but the most famous of his books were the adventure and spy
thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps and it is for these that he
is now best r
JOHN BUCHAN Ultimate Collection: Spy Classics, Thrillers, Adventure
Novels & Short Stories, Including Historical Works and Essays
(Illustrated) 2024-01-11 this carefully edited collection has been
designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices table of contents novels the thirty nine
steps greenmantle mr standfast huntingtower the power house sir quixote
of the moors john burnet of barns grey weather a lost lady of old years
the half hearted a lodge in the wilderness prester john salute to
adventurers the path of the king short stories grey weather the moon
endureth tales the far islands fountainblue the king of ypres the keeper
of cademuir no man s land basilissa the watcher by the threshold the
outgoing of the tide a journey of little profit the grove of ashtaroth
space fullcircle the company of the marjolaine at the rising of the
waters at the article of death comedy in the full moon divus johnston
politics and the mayfly poetry to the adventurous spirit of the north
the pilgrim fathers the newdigate prize poem the ballad for grey weather
i the ballad for grey weather ii the moon endureth fancies poems scots
and english th immortal wanderer youth i angel of love and light and
truth spirit of art i i change not i am old as time youth ii angel that
heart i seek to know spirit of art ii on mountain lawns in meads of
spring oh if my love were sailor bred a are gane the gude the kindly war
other writings the battle of jutland the battle of the somme first phase
the battle of the somme second phase nelson s history of the war volume
i v john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and historian and also
served as canada s governor general his 100 works include nearly thirty
novels seven collections of short stories and biographies but the most
famous of his books were the adventure and spy thrillers
The Collected Works of John Buchan (Illustrated) 2023-12-06 this john
buchan collection is formatted to the highest digital standards the



edition incorporates an interactive table of contents footnotes and
other information relevant to the content which makes the reading
experience meticulously organized and enjoyable richard hannay series
the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast the three hostages the
island of sheep dickson mccunn and the gorbals die hards series
huntingtower castle gay the house of the four winds sir edward leithen
series the power house john macnab the dancing floor the gap in the
curtain sick heart river other novels sir quixote of the moors john
burnet of barns a lost lady of old years the half hearted a lodge in the
wilderness prester john salute to adventurers the path of the king
midwinter witch wood the blanket of the dark a prince of the captivity
the free fishers the magic walking stick the courts of the morning short
stories grey weather the moon endureth tales the far islands
fountainblue the king of ypres the keeper of cademuir no man s land
basilissa the runagates club poetry the pilgrim fathers ballad for grey
weather the moon endureth fancies poems scots and english historical
political works the african colony studies in the reconstruction days to
remember the british empire in the great war the battle of jutland the
battle of the somme first phase the battle of the somme second phase
nelson s history of the war volumes i v scholar gipsies a book of
escapes and hurried journeys montrose a history lord minto a memoir sir
walter scott the king s grace 1910 1935 autobiography biography memory
hold the door unforgettable unforgotten by a m buchan john buchan 1875
1940 was a scottish novelist and historian and also served as canada s
governor general his works include novels collections of short stories
historiographical works and biographies but the most famous of his books
were the adventure and spy thrillers
The Complete Works of John Buchan 2023-12-06 this carefully crafted
ebook the great war collection the battle of jutland the battle of the
somme nelson s history of the war 9 books in one volume is formatted for
your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents john
buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist historian and also served as
canada s governor general with the outbreak of the first world war
buchan worked as a correspondent in france for the times content days to
remember the british empire in the great war the battle of jutland the
battle of the somme first phase the battle of the somme second phase
nelson s history of the war volumes i v the definite history of this war
is not now to be written or for many a day still it may be possible to
disentangle from this struggle of armed nations over hundreds of miles
some explicit narrative which may help all of us who are hungering for
help and guidance at present we do not authentically know even the
subtle causes which produced this convulsion over half the world what is
on the surface is clear enough but it is what is under the surface that
matters i am reluctant to believe in a diabolical and cold blooded



scheme to bring about war at this time at least this does not seem to be
proved we must then i think suspend our judgment as to the real causes
of war till time and documents give us the clue perhaps the pregnant
word mobilization may explain much meanwhile we can only conjecture by
the light of a few facts excerpt nelson s history of the war
THE GREAT WAR COLLECTION – The Battle of Jutland, The Battle of the
Somme & Nelson's History of the War (9 Books in One Volume) 2024-01-11
this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices
the edition incorporates an interactive table of contents footnotes and
other information relevant to the content which makes the reading
experience meticulously organized and enjoyable table of contents days
to remember the british empire in the great war the battle of jutland
the battle of the somme first phase the battle of the somme second phase
nelson s history of the war volumes i v the definite history of this war
is not now to be written or for many a day still it may be possible to
disentangle from this struggle of armed nations over hundreds of miles
some explicit narrative which may help all of us who are hungering for
help and guidance at present we do not authentically know even the
subtle causes which produced this convulsion over half the world what is
on the surface is clear enough but it is what is under the surface that
matters i am reluctant to believe in a diabolical and cold blooded
scheme to bring about war at this time at least this does not seem to be
proved we must then i think suspend our judgment as to the real causes
of war till time and documents give us the clue perhaps the pregnant
word mobilization may explain much meanwhile we can only conjecture by
the light of a few facts excerpt nelson s history of the war john buchan
1875 1940 was a scottish novelist historian and also served as canada s
governor general with the outbreak of the first world war buchan worked
as a correspondent in france for the times
World War I - 9 Book Collection 2023-12-06 this carefully crafted ebook
the great war collection the battle of jutland the battle of the somme
nelson s history of the war 9 books in one volume is formatted for your
ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents john buchan
1875 1940 was a scottish novelist historian and also served as canada s
governor general with the outbreak of the first world war buchan worked
as a correspondent in france for the times content days to remember the
british empire in the great war the battle of jutland the battle of the
somme first phase the battle of the somme second phase nelson s history
of the war volumes i v the definite history of this war is not now to be
written or for many a day still it may be possible to disentangle from
this struggle of armed nations over hundreds of miles some explicit
narrative which may help all of us who are hungering for help and
guidance at present we do not authentically know even the subtle causes



which produced this convulsion over half the world what is on the
surface is clear enough but it is what is under the surface that matters
i am reluctant to believe in a diabolical and cold blooded scheme to
bring about war at this time at least this does not seem to be proved we
must then i think suspend our judgment as to the real causes of war till
time and documents give us the clue perhaps the pregnant word
mobilization may explain much meanwhile we can only conjecture by the
light of a few facts excerpt nelson s history of the war
THE GREAT WAR COLLECTION 2023-12-08 sir john french had been appointed
chief of the imperial general staff cigs in march 1912 and was promoted
field marshal in june 1913 following the curragh incident in march 1914
he was forced to resign nevertheless when war broke out he was given
command of the bef he was nearly sixty two years of age critics have
argued that french s military experience ability acumen and temperament
showed he was unfitted for such a command certainly his moods swung like
a pendulum from over optimism to deepest gloom he was convinced during
the retreat from mons that disaster was inevitable to the point that
kitchener had to come out and stiffen his resolve in may 1915 he sacked
smith dorrien commanding second army among other things for making a
stand at le cateau 26 27 august 1914 having previously commended him for
his action see despatch dated 7 sep 1914 following the unsuccessful
attack on aubers ridge in may 1915 as a means of bringing pressure to
bear on the government he revealed details of what he held to be the
scandal of ammunition shortages to the military correspondent of the
times and the ensuing article played a significant part in the decision
to form a coalition government the failure of the loos offensive the
culmination of a year of failures was the final nail in the coffin
especially as there was a sharp disagreement between french and haig
commanding first army which fought the battle about the former s
handling of the reserve french claimed in his despatch dated 15 oct 1915
that he had put the 21st and 24th divisions from ghq reserve at haig s
disposal at 0930 25th september and the guards division on the morning
of the 26th haig formally protested that these statements were incorrect
that these divisions did not come under his command till later than
stated and he wished that fact to be placed on record in december 1915
this book contains eight despatches the first dated 7th sep covers the
arrival of the bef in france the battle of mons and the retreat to 28th
aug the second takes the story on to 10th sep describing the battle of
the marne and the advance to the aisne the next despatch deals with the
battle of the aisne and of especial interest to medallists is
accompanied by the complete list by regiments of all mentioned in
despatches since the beginning of the war subsequent despatches cover
1st ypres the winter campaign neuve chapelle 2nd ypres german gas attack
and loos with three more lists of mid awards totalling some 360 pages



Oriental Memoirs: Selected and Abriged from a Series of Familiar Letters
Written During Seventeen Years Residence in India ... Observations ...
Africa and South America ... 1813 russia s long standing claims to
crimea date back to the eighteenth century reign of catherine ii
historian kelly o neill has written the first archive based multi
dimensional study of the initial quiet conquest of a region that has
once again moved to the forefront of international affairs o neill
traces the impact of russian rule on the diverse population of the
former khanate which included muslim christian and jewish residents she
discusses the arduous process of establishing the empire s social
administrative and cultural institutions in a region that had been
governed according to a dramatically different logic for centuries with
careful attention to how officials and subjects thought about the spaces
they inhabited o neill s work reveals the lasting influence of crimea
and its people on the russian imperial system and sheds new light on the
precarious contemporary relationship between russia and the famous black
sea peninsula
Oriental memoirs 1815 the illustrious history of the third marine
division is retold in this exceptional volume the story begins at camp
pendleton and follows the 3rd through new zealand bougainville
guadalcanal guam iwo jima okinawa vietnam and the persian gulf third
marine personal stories complement the history of the division with
humor tragedy and bravery medal of honor recipients listed indexed
Oriental memoirs; including observations on parts of Africa and South
America, and a narrative of occurences in four India voyages 1813 an
entertaining shoot em up replete with epic starship battles court
intrigue and machiavellian betrayals guardian it has been eight
centuries since the beacon system failed sundering the heavens rising
from the ashes of the collapse cultures have fought system by system for
control of the few remaining beacons the republic of chaonia is one such
polity surrounded by the yele league and the vast phene empire they have
had to fight for their existence after decades of conflict queen marshal
eirene has brought the yele to heel now it is time to deal with the
empire princess sun daughter and heir has come of age in her first
command she drove a phene garrison from the beacons of na iri an
impressive feat but growing up in the shadow of her mother a ruler both
revered and feared has been no easy task while sun may imagine that her
victorious command will bring further opportunity to prove herself it
will in fact place her on the wrong side of court politics there are
those who would like to see sun removed as heir or better yet dead to
survive the princess must rely on her wits and companions her biggest
rival her secret lover and a dangerous prisoner of war
Oriental Memoirs Selected and Abridged from a Series of Familiar Letters
Written During Seventeen Years Residence in India, Including



Observations on Part of Africa and South America, and a Narrative of
Occurences in Four India Voyages,... 1813 selected letters reflecting
the relationship between mirza ghalib and the mirs of gujarat their
bacground achievements and strengths as individuals and as rulers
The London Gazette 1896 the memoirs of sir james willcocks stand apart
from other diaries and recountings of senior british officers on the
western front during the first world war although a british gentleman
his heart had long been taken by charms of india willcocks was a long
serving officer in the indian army and led his men all the way from
nepal scinde the punjab and bengal to the mud and blood of the trenches
in northern france and belgium the fighting prowess and sacrifice of
these brave indian soldiers has often been forgotten tale but their
commanding general tells of their efforts and victories with justified
pride throughout his work which covers the early months of the war until
his resignation in late 1915 the indian corps was heavily engaged
throughout at la bassée messines armentières neuve chapelle aubers ridge
and festubert and finally at the brutal blood letting during the battle
of loos
Complete Despatches of Lord French 1914-1916 2012-04-12
Sir John French's Despatches 1918
Claiming Crimea 2017-01-01
Third Marine Division's Two Score and Ten History 1992
Journal of the Executive Proceedings of the Senate of the United States
of America 1934
Despatches ... 1914
Unconquerable Sun 2020-10-01
The Bond of Sacrifice 1914
Council Paper 1910
Naval and Military Despatches: sept-oct-nov. 1914 1914
Naval and Military Despatches Relating to Operations in the War ... 1914
U.S. Marines in Vietnam: The defining year, 1968 1977
Mirza Ghalib and the Mirs of Gujarat 2003
Commonwealth Of Australia Gazette 1915
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